Master of Science in Planning

### FALL I
- **PLG 501A** Introduction to Planning (3) - Mazocco  
  13 units
- **PLG 514** Analytical Methods Planning & Strategic Management (3) - Patten  
- **PLG 572** Environmental Land Use Planning (3) - Perkl  
- **PLG/LAR 622** Introduction to GIS for Plg and L.A. (4) –Patten

### SPRING I
- **PLG 512** Comp Planning & Land Use Controls (3) - Patten  
  13 units
- **PLG 580** Environmental Spatial Analysis (3) - Perkl  
- **PLG 605** Planning Theory (3) - Keith  
- **PLG 660** Land Use Planning Law (3) - TBD  
- **PLG 696A** Internship Analysis Seminar (1) - TBD

### FALL II
- **PLG 576** Land Development Process (3) - Pivo  
  9-12 units  
  Concentration Course (3)  
  Concentration Course (3)  
  Open Elective (3) [not a program requirement]

### SPRING II
- **PLG 611** Projects in Planning (4) - TBD  
  11-14 units  
  PLG 696A Internship Analysis Seminar (1) - TBD  
  Concentration Course (3)  
  Concentration Course (3)  
  Open Elective (3) [not a program requirement]

### Concentration Classes:
- **Land Use & Urban Development (12 units)**
  - **PLG 551** Infrastructure Finance (3) - Spring: Rosenbloom  
  - **PLG 568** Transportation Planning (3) - Fall: Chaneka  
  - **PLG 597Q** Public Participation and Dispute Resolution (3) - Spring: Patten  
  - **PLG 597S** Sustainable Development & New Urbanisms (3) - Fall: Perkl

- **GeoDesign (12 units)**
  - **PLG 595A** Geodesigning Linkages (3) - Spring: Perkl  
  - **PLG 597Q** Public Participation and Dispute Resolution (3) - Spring: Patten  
  - **LAR 623** Landscape Planning Studio (3) - Spring: Scott  
  - **PLG 515** Design Studio (3) - Blazquez

- **Environmental & Regional Planning (12 units)**
  - **PLG 595A** Geodesigning Linkages (3) - Spring: Perkl  
  - **PLG 597Q** Public Participation and Dispute Resolution (3) - Spring: Patten  
  - **PLG 597S** Sustainable Development & New Urbanisms (3) - Fall: Perkl  
  - Open Elective (3) [not a program requirement]

- **Heritage Conservation (12 units)**
  - **ARC 571f** Intro to Conservation of Cultural Resources (3) - Fall: Jeffery  
  - **ANTH 540a** Cultural Resource Management (3) - Fall: Ferguson  
  - **ARC 597j** Documentation & Interpretation of Hist Built Env (3) - Spring: Jeffery  
  - **PLG 564** Preservation Planning Issues (3) - Spring: O’Brien

* Applies to 18-unit Graduate Certificate in Heritage Conservation that additionally requires Intro to Archaeological Conservation course offered in summer session and Professional Internship coordinated jointly by Planning and Heritage Conservation.

Independent (12 units) Select any 4 courses from the above concentration electives.
GRADUATE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PLANNING
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM:
Recommended Sequence of Courses
College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

Open Electives:

   PLG 510       Comparative Planning: past, present; future (3) - Fall: Huntoon
   PLG 555       Conflict & Collabor. Comm.&Environ Decision Making (2) - SS:Patten
   PLG 564       Preservation Planning Issues (3) - Spring: O’Brien

Degree program requires 34 units of Core coursework and 12 units of Concentration coursework = 46